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The following are the questions presented to the Shaykh with the corresponding
minute marker from the audio:
1. What is the dalīl for women using wool in their hair? [00:00:49]
2. What should a Muslimah do if her husband threatens her life even after
seeking advice and help from the Imām who is her walī and others? [00:11:28]
3. If a husband and wife usually give each other gifts on Sundays and
Valentine’s Day falls on that day, is it still allowed for them to exchange gifts
or should they refrain from doing so if it coincides with Valentine’s Day?
[00:24:20]
4. There are quite a few celebrations throughout the year which after the
celebrations, the products that were specific to them are now on sale due to
overstock or they do not want it anymore in the supermarkets and stores. Is
it permissible for us to buy it on this account after the celebrations are over,
not before or during the celebrations? [00:29:15]
5.

May Allāh grant you Firdaws esteemed Shaykh. It seems to appear that many
of the husbands here in the west are lacking in the area of making their wives
feel appreciated. Many women complain that their husbands are not
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affectionate and that they do not compliment them. The husband does not
show nor express love or desire to his wife and he does not teach or study
with her. The husband does not spend on his wife the way he spends on
himself or he prefers to spend time with his friends rather than his wife. It
seems as though that the women are trying harder to make their husbands
happy and make a comfortable home while not finding any fulfillment in
many areas of the marriage. What do you advise both the wives and the
husbands regarding this matter? [00:46:54]
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